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…from the abstract….

creating an illustration to gain momentum

pen to paper- sketch…

strategic support for different aspects

successful projects

share resources- Tools



…our process….

focused survey/participation

charrette as a form generator

workshops with ‘client’

computer graphics and modeling, etc. 

iteration, iteration, iteration…



Engaged Scholarship

Participatory design (originally known as 'Co-operative Design') is an 
approach to design that attempts to actively involve all 
stakeholders (e.g. employees, partners, customers, citizens, end 
users) in the design process to help ensure that the product designed meets 
their needs and is usable.

The term is used in a variety of fields e.g. software design, urban 
design, architecture, landscape architecture, product design, sustainability, 
project design, planning or even medicine as a way of creating environments 
that are more responsive and appropriate to their 
inhabitants' and users' cultural, emotional, spiritual and practical needs. 

The key attribute of participatory design is that it is a process which 
allows multiple voices to be heard and involved in the design, 
resulting in outcomes which suit a wider range of users.



history- characteristics 

A defined methodology and systematic learning process.

Multiple perspectives, diversity.

Group learning process:  interaction and analysis.

Context specific.

Facilitating experts and stakeholders.

Leading to change.

Place-based and Project-based Engagement



Measuring 
Progress
and 
Impacts

Ladder of Citizen 
Participation 

(Arnstein 1969)





West Virginia University’s design team has asked us to answer the 
questions below. The answers are a collective voice from the SFWV 
board responses and will be submitted to WVU.

What do you perceive as opportunities for programming/ 
activities for the space? 

What would be the desired character/aesthetics of the space?

What do you perceive as specific opportunities/concerns in the 
development of the space? 

What do you see as potential innovations that could occur in the 
space?

Describe what the ‘Entry to the West Virginia State Fairgrounds’ should 

‘feel’ like? 







WV Fairgrounds Plaza- Site Programming:

Grand Entrance

Sitting, eating, enjoying

Food Booths/Trucks

Small Gatherings (Family)

Moderate Gatherings (Weddings)

Walkways- accessible, connectivity to restrooms, Midway, WV Building

Focal Point/Feature (vegetation, flags, sculpture) 

Lighting (focal point) and Pedestrian Scale

Enhance WV Building Façade and Entry

Enhanced Utilities- ‘Wifi’, charging station, Water

Shade

Child Scale Spaces- Imaginatorium

Food, Community, Sponsor Gardens, Pollinator Palooza (Mid August Bloom)

Transportation Hub- Golf Carts and Hay Rides

Green Infrastructure/Stormwater Management, Permeable Pavements, 

Canopy Trees

Pavilion/Structure



Alumni Participants Include:
Rob Dinsmore, Chapman Technical Group, (Saint Albans WV)
M Juliana Lloreda, Mills Group (Morgantown WV)
Colin McCardle Triad Engineering (Morgantown WV)
Cassidy Michaux LandDesign (Washington DC)
Chris Young LandDesign (Washington DC)































Working towards the solution….
Workshops….
Emails….
Meetings….
Cut sheets…







“First impressions are very 
important and with the 
thousands of people coming 
onto the fairgrounds for 
different events throughout
the year…it’s a very 
welcoming site,” Tomblin 
said.

A group of students from 
West Virginia University 
designed and help(ed)
construct the plaza that 
includes some seating. Gov. 
Tomblin told MetroNews
“Talkline” Host Hoppy 
Kercheval he believes the 
new look entrance gives the 
fairgrounds the appropriate 
“wow factor.”
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